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Before reading this document, you should have at least a passing familiarity with the “Smart.IO 
API” document to get an overall idea of the Smart.IO software functions. 
 
This document explains the function signatures (the “function prototypes”) of the API functions 
which create the UI elements in a GUI slice. The document also illustrates the graphics of the UI 
elements, and different variations if applicable.  
 
As these are snapshots of a particular release of the Smart.IO software, the function prototypes 
and graphics in the most recent release of Smart.IO app may look different. Please always refer 
to the latest header file (mainly smartio_api.h) for up-to-date information. These images are 
screen captures from the iOS Smart.IO app; the visuals may look slightly different on the 
Android version of the app.  
 
Note that if you specify an option value which is outside the acceptable range, the behavior is 
not defined: the app may render it as if you have specified a valid option value, or it may not 
render the UI element at all. It is up to the firmware engineers to validate the returned values of 
the Smart.IO function calls, and most importantly, to check the generated UI’s appearance to 
ensure that the UI looks as intended. 
 
In terms of variations of a UI element, a common variation theme is the color of the UI, usually 
the background or fill color. In most cases, the progression goes from red, to green, to blue, and 
usually has the values 0, 1, and 2 respectively. 
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Input UI Elements 

Adding List Items 
This is an auxiliary function to other functions which create GUI slices. For a UI that contains 
multiple items, the function SmartIO_AddListItem adds a list item to the UI element. For 
example, after creating an expandable list (see below), the firmware calls this function to create 
the entries for the list.  
 

handle label 

The handle of the UI element; e.g. return 
value of the “Make” function PLUS one. 

Labels of the list items, in order of calls 

 
Applicable UI elements: 

● Expandable list 
● Picker 
● Multi-Selector 
● Checkboxes 
● Radio buttons 
● App menu 

 
For example, to create a set of checkboxes with 5 items: 
 

tHandle h = SmartIO_MakeCheckboxes(5, CheckboxesCB); 
SmartIO_AddListItem(h+1, “Apple”); 
SmartIO_AddListItem(h+1, “Pear”); 
SmartIO_AddListItem(h+1, “Mango”); 
SmartIO_AddListItem(h+1, “Prune”); 
SmartIO_AddListItem(h+1, “Lychee”); 
 

would create the following UI. As mentioned elsewhere, various SmartIO_Make… functions 
create a GUI slice that contains a UI element. The “handle” that is returned is the handle for the 
slice itself, and by design, handle+1 is the value for the handle of the UI element itself. Hence 
the argument to SmartIO_AddListItem is h+1. 
 

 



 
 
Now we can move on to the actual UI elements. 

On/Off buttons 
On/Off buttons allow the user to select an "on" or "off" position.  
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeOnOffButton 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t variation, uint16_t initial_value,  
 void (*callback)(uint16_t)); 

alignment variation initial_value callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

0, 1, 2, 3 0: off 
1: on 

Callback function. 
Call with 0 or 1 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 

These screens show the variations 0, 1, 2, and 3 in vertical order. Both left and right alignments 
are shown. Later graphics will only show left alignment for brevity. For each set of two, the top 
one denotes the off state, and the bottom one denotes the on state. 

 



 

3-Position Button 
A 3-Position buttons allows one of three positions to be selected.  
 

tHandle Make3PosButton 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t variation, uint16_t initial_value,  
 void (*callback)(uint16_t)); 

alignment variation initial_value callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

0, 1, 2: red  
3, 4, 5: green 
6, 7, 8: blue 

0: left 
1: middle 
2: right 

Callback function. 
Call with 0, 1 or 2 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
3-Position button comes in three different colors, each one has three variations in the shapes of 
the bumps around the edges.  
 

 



 

Slider 
A slider allows the end user to select a value between the minimum value (which is usually 0%) 
and maximum (usually 100%). 
 

tHandle MakeSlider 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t variation, uint16_t initial_value,  
 void (*callback)(uint16_t)); 

alignment variation initial_value callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

0: red  
1: green 
2: blue 

0 to 100 Callback function. 
Call with 0 to 100 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 

 



 

 

Incrementer 
An incrementer displays a number and allows it to be incremented or decremented. The API 
allows low and high limits to be set. 
 

tHandle MakeIncrementer 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t variation, uint16_t initial_value,  
 void (*callback)(uint16_t)); 

alignment variation initial_value callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

0 to 5 with different fill 
colors and outline 
shapes. See 
screencap. 

0 to 0xFFFFu Callback function. 
Call with 0 to 
0xFFFFu 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
Variations 0 to 5 are shown in vertical order with different fill colors and box outline. 

 



 

 

Expandable List 
An expandable list allows no items or one item to be selected out of a list. It is recommended 
that an expandable list should contain no more than 5 to 6 list items. A longer list should use a 
“Picker” instead. Note that an expanded expandable list = no item is selected.  
 
Use SmartIO_AddListItem to add entries to the list. Note: the first call to 
SmartIO_AddListItem is to create a label for the entire list and is not part of the nentries 
count. For example, in the screencaps below, “Select A Fruit” is the label for the list. 
Expandable list is the only UI with list items that has this label attribute. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeExpandableList 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t nentries, void (*callback)(uint16_t)); 

alignment nentries callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

Number of entries Callback function. Call with 
0: no item is selected 
1-nentries: selected item 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
The left image is an expandable list (with “Select A Fruit” as its label) with no item selected. The 
right image is the same list with one item selected.  

 



 

 

Picker 
A picker is similar to an expandable list, except that the selection and presentation are different. 
The initial display is the selected or default element in a box with a drop down arrow next to it. 
When tapped, the list of elements is presented in a scrollable list. Note that while the initial state 
is no item is selected, once an item is selected, you cannot “select” no item, unlike an 
expandable list. 
 
Use SmartIO_AddListItem to add entries to the list. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakePicker 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t nentries, void (*callback)(uint16_t)); 

alignment nentries callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

Number of entries Callback function. Call with 
1-nentries: selected item 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
In the following, the left image is the unexpanded state of a picker. On the right is what the UI 
looks like when the picker is touched: a scrollable list shows up at the bottom allowing the app 
user to scroll and select an item. 
 

 



Initially, the list can have no item selected, but once a selection is made, there is no provision to 
unselect all items (unless the firmware specifically adds a “-none-” item, which is still not quite 
the same). 
 

 

Multi-Selector 
A multi-selector is for a selection list of 2 to 6 items. The API includes an option to specify 
whether multiple items may be selected at a time, or whether only a single item may be 
selected. 
 
Since multiple items may be selected, the argument to the callback is a 16-bit bitmask where bit 
0 (LSB, least significant bit) represents whether item one is selected, and bit 1 (immediate left of 
bit 0), represents whether item two is selected, etc. For example, the bit mask 0x21 means that 
both item one and item six are selected. 
 
Use SmartIO_AddListItem to add entries to the list. 

 



 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeMultiSelector 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t nentries, uint16_t isSingleSelectOnly,  
 void (*callback)(uint16_t)); 

alignment nentries isSingleSelectOnl
y 

callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

Number of entries 0: allows multiple 
items to be selected 
1: allows only one 
item to be selected 

Callback function. 
Call with 
1-nentries: selected 
item 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
In the screencap below, the top selector allows multiple items to be selected, whereas the 
bottom selector only allows a single item to be selected. The left image shows two 
multi-selectors in their unselected states. On the right, some items have been selected. 
Although not obvious, the second control only allows a single selection, so only one item can be 
selected. The app user can deselect an item by tapping it again so it is possible that no item is 
selected in a picker. The callback function will be called whenever the selection changes. 

 
 

Number Selector 
A number selector is a special kind of picker that displays a range of numbers. The low and high 
values of the range can be specified 

 



 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeNumberSelector 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t default_val, uint16_t low, uint16_t high, 
 void (*callback)(uint32_t)); 

alignment default_val low high callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

The initial value 
to display 

The lower bound 
of selectable 
numbers 

The upper 
bound of 
selectable 
numbers 

Callback 
function. Call 
with the selected 
number 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
Similar to the picker example, the left image shows the selector in an unexpanded state. The 
right image shows what happens when the box is tapped: a scrollable list is shown with the 
range of numbers. 
 

 
 

 



Time Selector 
A time selector allows the time of day to be selected. The initial time is specified as a C string in 
the form of “HH MM” in 24 hour format. Selected time is returned as a string in the same 
24-hour format. The function supports two variations: 0 means that the display time is in 12-hour 
AM/PM format, and 1 means that the display time is in 24-hour format. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeTimeSelector 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t display_24h, char *initial_value,  
 void (*callback)(uint16_t hh, uint16_t mm)); 

alignment display_24h initial_value callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

0: display AM/PM 
1: do not display 
AM/PM 

The initial time in 
“HH:MM” 24-hour 
format 

Call with the selected 
hours and minutes in 
24-hour format  

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
The left image shows two time selectors, the top one with AM/PM display and the bottom one in 
24-hour display mode. When the entry box is touched, a time selection scrollable list is shown. 
 
On iOS, currently times are selectable by 5 minute increments to make choice selection easier. 
We could add an option to allow single minute increments if there is demand for such a feature. 
Conversely, the Android app allows minute selection. 
 

 



 
 

Analog Time Selector 
An analog time selector displays an analog clock face, and allows a time to be selected by the 
end user by dragging the hour or minute hands. 
 
Note: all arguments to this function are exactly the same as SmartIO_TimeSelector; the only 
difference is the UI visual which the functions create. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeAnalogTimeSelector 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t display_24h, char *initial_value,  
 void (*callback)(uint16_t hh, uint16_t mm)); 

alignment display_24h initial_value callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

0: display AM/PM 
1: do not display 
AM/PM 

The initial time in 
“HH:MM” 24-hour 
format 

Call with the selected 
hours and minutes in 
24-hour format  

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 



 
 

 

Calendar Selector 
A calendar selector displays a date in the form of “MTH/DD/YYYY”, and when tapped, displays 
a full calendar. “MTH” is either a numeric value from 1 to 12 or a 3-letter month code. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeCalendarSelector 
(uint16_t alignment, char *initial_value, void (*callback)(char *)); 

alignment initial_value callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

The initial date in “MTH DD 
YYYY” C string format. MTH 
can be a number 1 to 12, or 
the 3-letter code for months, 
e.g. JAN, FEB, and so on. 
DD is a number from 1 to 31. 
 
Note that the native OS may 
not support a calendar which 
is far in the past or future. 

Callback function. Call with C 
string in the form of “weekday 
MTH DD YYYY” where all 4 
fields are numbers. 
 
ImageCraft provides a utility 
function 
SmartIO_ConvertCalendarD
ay to extract the return values 
as needed. 
 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
The current date is in red and the selected date is in blue. The selected date is returned to the 
firmware in “weekday month date year” format where “weekday” is one to seven (one being 
Monday) and “month” is 1 to 12. You can tap to select a date and scroll to different months and 
years. 

 



 

 
 

Weekday Selector 
A weekday selector displays a list of weekdays. Multiple days may be selected. This is a special 
case of "checkboxes". 
 
Since multiple days can be selected, a bitmask is used; bit 0 is Monday, bit 1 is Tuesday, etc. 
For example, 0x5 is Wednesday and Monday. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeWeekdaySelector 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t initial_value, void (*callback)(uint16_t)); 

alignment initial_value callback 

 



0: right align 
1: left align 

Bitmask of initial_value.  Callback function. Call with 
Bitmask of selected days. 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
The left image shows an unexpanded weekday selector. When the box is touched, the selection 
box pops up and zero or more days can be selected. 
 

 
 

OK 
An “OK” UI is a clickable box. The callback function is called whenever the box is tapped. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeOK 
(uint16_t alignment, char *text, void (*callback)(uint16_t)); 

alignment text callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

Label for the box. If null, then 
the word “OK” is used.  

Callback function. Always call 
with the value 1. 

 



return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 

 

OK_LINKTO 
An OK_LINKTO UI is exactly the same as an “OK” UI, except that the function is called with the 
handle of a Popup UI (see below). When tapped, the Popup UI is displayed automatically.  
 
For example, the firmware may create a popup informational page, and associate it with an 
OK_LINKTO box. Whenever the box is tapped, the informational page will be shown, without 
interaction from the embedded firmware. This reduces communication overhead between the 
App and the embedded system, resulting in a more responsive user experience. 
 
A callback function is still called in case the embedded firmware wishes to register such event. 
For example, the OK button may be linked to a EULA (End User Legal Agreement) page and 
the embedded firmware may note the fact that the app user has opened the page. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeOKLinkTo 
(uint16_t alignment, tHandle popup_handle, char *text,  
 void (*callback)(uint16_t)); 

alignment popup_handle text callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

Handle of the popup 
UI to display when 
tapped. 

Label for the box. If 
null, then the word 
“OK” is used.  

Callback function. 
Always call with the 
value 1. 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 

CANCEL/OK 
CANCEL/OK is similar to OK except that one of two choices can be made. To specify the labels 
for both choices, use ‘|’ a divider, e.g. “Turn Left|Turn Right”. 
 

 



tHandle SmartIO_MakeCancelOK 
(uint16_t alignment, char *text, void (*callback)(uint16_t)); 

alignment text callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

Label for the box. If null, then 
the words “CANCEL” and 
“OK” are used.  

Callback function.  
1: OK is clicked 
2: Cancel is clicked 

 

Checkboxes 
Checkboxes allow multiple items to be selected. Since multiple items may be selected, the 
argument to the callback is a 16-bit bitmask where bit 0 (LSB, least significant bit) represents 
whether item one is selected, and bit 1 represents whether item two is selected, etc. For 
example, the bit mask 0x21 means that item one and item six have been selected. 
 
Use SmartIO_AddListItem to add entries to the list. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeCheckboxes 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t nentries, void (*callback)(uint16_t)); 

alignment nentries callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

Number of entries Callback function. Call with 
bitmask of  selected items. 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
The left image shows a list of checkboxes in the unselected state. The right image shows three 
items which have been selected. 
 

 

 



 
 

Radio Buttons 
Radio buttons allow one of many items to be selected. Once any item has been selected, then 
one item will always be selected. 
 
Use SmartIO_AddListItem to add entries to the list. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeRadioButtons 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t nentries, void (*callback)(uint16_t)); 

alignment nentries callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

Number of entries Callback function. Call with 
1..nentries of the selected 
item. 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
The left image shows a set of radio buttons. The right image shows that one item has been 
selected. 
 

 

Text Entry 
A text entry field is for entering a line of text. The input is sent to the callback function when the 
app user taps “Done” on the virtual keyboard (see below). 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeTextEntry 

 



(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t isRoundCorners, uint16_t nlines, 
 void (*callback)(char *)); 

alignment isRoundCorners nlines callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

0: input box has sharp corners 
1: input box has round corners 

Number of 
lines in the 
entry box. 
Default is 
one. 

Callback 
function. Call 
with entered 
text. 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
The following image shows that you can type in the text entry with the device’s virtual keyboard. 
Currently, the app user cannot enter more than one line of text in this field.  
 

 
 

 



Password Entry 
A password entry field is similar to text entry, except that each character is replaced by a ‘*’ or a 
‘•’ after a slight delay as it is typed. The text is transferred to the Smart.IO using BLE protocol, 
so it relies on the BLE encryption capability to protect the text. 
 
An empty password entry box has the word “Password”  grayed out in the box. You can change 
it to any text you want, for example, by providing a password hint by using the 
SmartIO_AddText   function. 1

 

tHandle SmartIO_MakePasswordEntry 
(uint16_t alignment, void (*callback)(char *)); 

alignment callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

Callback function. Call with entered text. 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
Three password fields are shown here. The first one shows a hint that that the firmware can add 
to the field using the SmartIO_AddText function. The second one shows the default text. The 
third one shows the password as being entered with each character replaced by a dot (•). 
 

1  Per usual, keep in mind that the handle value that you pass to the SmartIO_AddText function is the 
returned value of the SmartIO_MakePasswordEntry PLUS one to access the UI handle value. 

 



 

Number Entry 
A number entry box is a special case of text entry where only numeric input is accepted.A 
numeric keypad is shown when tapped. The limit of the input is an unsigned 32-bit number, or 
4294967295. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeNumberEntry 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t isRoundCorners, void (*callback)(uint32_t)); 

alignment isRoundCorners callback 

0: right align 
1: left align 

0: input box has sharp corners 
1: input box has round corners 

Callback function. Call with 
entered number. 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 



 

 

 

  

 



Output UI Elements 

Textbox 
A textbox is for displaying one or more lines of text. The width of the box can be up to 60% of 
the screen width, or ~200 virtual pixels across. The GUI slice can still have a slice label and a 
slice icon. 
 
The content can be specified in the initial call to SmartIO_MakeTextBox, or with 
SmartIO_AddText with the UI element’s handle, and can be cleared by using 
SmartIO_ClearText. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeTextBox 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t width, uint16_t nlines, char *text) 

alignment width nlines text 

0: right align 
1: left align 

Width of textbox in 
virtual pixels. Cannot 
exceed 200.  

Number of lines. Text content.  

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
The screencap shown also includes a call to SmartIO_AddText and SmartIO_SetSliceIcon to 
change the slice label and icon. 
 

 

 



Multi-line Box 
A multi-line box is for displaying one or more lines of text. It differs from "textbox" in that the full 
width of the screen is always used, and there is no allowances for slice label or slice icon. 
 
The content can be specified in the initial call to SmartIO_MakeMultilineBox, or with 
SmartIO_AddText with the UI element’s handle, and can be cleared by using 
SmartIO_ClearText. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeMultilineBox(uint16_t nlines, char *text) 

nlines text 

Number of lines Text content 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
A multi-line box is useful for displaying long section of text, such as help information, or poetry, 
even if the poetry comes from far across Space and Time. 
 

 
 

Counter 
{{ To be implemented }} 

Progress Bar 
A progress bar is used to show the progress of a task. 
 

 



 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeProgressBar 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t variation, uint16_t initial_percentage) 

alignment variation initial_percentage 

0: right align 
1: left align 

0: red fill color 
1: green fill color 
2: blue fill color 

Initial percentage amount 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
The example shows the progress bars with different percentages. 
 

 

 

Progress Circle 
A progress circle is just like progress bar, except that a circle is used. The fill colors are chosen 
to be more harmonious than the usual red, green, and blue. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeProgressCircle 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t variation, uint16_t initial_percentage) 

alignment variation initial_percentage 

0: right align 
1: left align 

0: blue fill color 
1: black fill color 

Initial percentage amount 

 



2: gray fill color 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 

 
 

Horizontal Gauge 
A horizontal gauge is similar to a progress bar, but more suitable for denoting an amount of 
something, rather than a progress level. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeHGauge 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t variation, uint16_t initial_percentage) 

alignment variation initial_percentage 

0: right align 
1: left align 

0: light cyan fill 
1: yellow fill color 
2: cyan fill color 

Initial percentage amount 
(10% increment) 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 



 
 

Vertical Gauge 
A vertical gauge is like a horizontal gauge, except that the graphics are displayed vertically. A 
vertical gauge may be more suitable to use in a freeform slice rather than a regular GUI slice for 
putting multiple UI elements in the same horizontal space using a freeform slice. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeVGauge 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t variation, uint16_t initial_percentage) 

alignment variation initial_percentage 

0: right align 
1: left align 

0: light cyan fill 
1: yellow fill color 
2: cyan fill color 

Initial percentage amount 
(10% increments)  

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 

 



 
 

Circular Gauge 
A circular gauge is another variation of a gauge. You can specify how many division marks (at 
least 10 or larger) should be put on the face of the gauge. Unlike the horizontal and vertical 
gauges, the percentages do not need to be in 10% increments. 
 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeCicularGauge 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t variation, uint16_t initial_percentage) 

alignment max_mark initial_percentage 

0: right align 
1: left align 

The number of division marks. 
Must be at least 10. 

Initial percentage amount  

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
Examples shown with max_mark of 10, 20, and 30 from left top, left bottom, and right top. All 
three have the initial percentage of 10 (percent). 

 



 

Semicircular Gauge 
A Semicircular gauge is just like a circular gauge, except that it has a semicircular display face. 
Like a circular gauge, percentages do not need to be in 10% increments. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeSemiCicularGauge 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t max_mark, uint16_t initial_percentage) 

alignment max_mark initial_percentage 

0: right align 
1: left align 

The number of division marks. 
Must be at least 10. 

Initial percentage amount  

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
Examples shown with max_mark of 10, 20, and 30 fin vertical order. 

 



 
 

Battery Level 
A battery level is a gauge that shows battery level with 20% increments. You can specify its fill 
colors. 
 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeBatteryLevel 
(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t variation, uint16_t initial_percentage) 

alignment variation initial_percentage 

0: right align 
1: left align 

0: blue fill color 
1: green fill color 

Initial percentage amount 
(20% increment) 

 



return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

The screencap shows 20%, 40%, and 0% in vertical order. 

 

Custom Horizontal Gauge 
A custom horizontal gauge is a horizontal gauge that allows the embedded firmware to specify 
the left and right endpoint colors, and the app will use gradient colors between the end colors as 
it fills. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeCustomHGauge 
(uint16_t alignment, uint32_t start_color, uint32_t end_color,  
 uint16_t initial_percentage) 

alignment start_color end_color initial_percentage 

0: right align 
1: left align 

24-bit web color for 
the starting (0%) end 

24-bit web color for 
the ending (0%) end 

Initial percentage 
amount (10% 
increments)  

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
In this example, the top custom gauge has a start color value of maroon (0x800000) and an 
ending color value of gray (0x808080). The second custom gauge has the same start color 
value of maroon (0x800000) with an ending color value of yellow (0xFFFF00). 

 



 
 

Custom Vertical Gauge 
A custom vertical gauge is similar to a custom horizontal gauge except of the gauge orientation. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeCustomVGauge 
(uint16_t alignment, uint32_t start_color, uint32_t end_color,  
 uint16_t initial_percentage) 

alignment start_color end_color initial_percentage 

0: right align 
1: left align 

24-bit web color for 
the starting (0%) end 

24-bit web color for 
the ending (0%) end 

Initial percentage 
amount (10% 
increments)  

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
In this example, the top custom gauge has a start color value of maroon (0x800000) and an 
ending color value of gray (0x808080). The second custom gauge has the same start color 
value of maroon (0x800000) with an ending color value of yellow (0xFFFF00). 
 
. 

 



 
 
 
 
  

 



Labels, Icons, and Object Grouping 

Slice Label and Icon 
When you create a GUI slice, the slice comes with a default label specific to that UI element, 
e.g. “ON/OFF” if you are creating an On/Off button. The label text can be replaced and an 
optional icon can be added: 
 

tStatus SmartIO_AddText(tHandle handle, char *value) 

handle value 

The handle of the GUI slice Text to use for the label 

tStatus SmartIO_SetSliceIcon(tHandle handle, uint16_t icon_enum) 

handle icon_enum 

The handle of the GUI slice enum value of the icons. Defined in 
smartio_api.h 

 
For example, to create the following, this code fragment can be used: 
 

tHandle h = SmartIO_MakeOnOffButton(0, 0, 1, OnOffCB1); 
SmartIO_AddText(h, “Power”); 
SmartIO_SetSliceIcon(h, SMARTIO_ICON_POWER); 
 

 

 

 

Labels 
A GUI slice which contains a single line of text can be used to better indicate a GUI element 
next to it, or to present more information. 
 

 



 

tHandle SmartIO_MakeLabel(uint16_t alignment, uint16_t height, char *label) 

alignment height label 

0: right align 
1: left align 

0: short height 
1: normal height 

Text of the label 

return: handle value for the slice, handle+1 is the object ID of the UI element 

 
In this example, both “Auto On/Off Schedule” and “Weekdays” are labels. height refers to the 
distance between the label slice and the slice below it. “Auto On/Off Schedule” is normal height 
whereas “Weekdays” is short height, giving the appearance of “Weekdays” as a header 
applying to the UI elements located right below it. We also use SmartIO_GroupObjects to 
create a bounding box. See below. 
 

 
 

Grouping Objects for Better Visuals 
With the example above, the three GUI slices, label with “Weekdays”, and the two time selectors 
below it, are visually grouped together. 
 

tStatus SmartIO_GroupObjects(uint16_t option, tHandle handle, ...) 

option handle ... 

Reserved. Call with 0 A handle of a GUI slice This is the C notation 
meaning any number of 
arguments may follow 

 
You may call this function with up to eight GUI slice handle values, and end the list with a 0 
argument. All specified handles that are adjacent to each other are grouped with a bounding 

 



box. A single call to this function may contain more than one group of GUI slices, as long as the 
total number of handles does not exceed eight. 
 

Annotated Example 
This is screencap of a demo UI 
 

 

 



 
Here’s the code fragment that creates the sample screen above 
 

    tHandle p1 = SmartIO_MakePage(); 
    tHandle h1 = SmartIO_MakeOnOffButton(0, 0, 1, Button1); 
    SmartIO_AddText(h1, "Power"); 
    SmartIO_SetSliceIcon(h1, SMARTIO_ICON_POWER); 
    tHandle h3 = SmartIO_MakeSlider(1, 0, 30, Slider1); 
 

    SmartIO_MakeSpacerSlice(2); 
    tHandle tl0 = SmartIO_MakeLabel(0, 1, "Auto On/Off Schedule"); 
    tHandle tl1 = SmartIO_MakeLabel(0, 0, " Weekdays"); 
    tHandle th1 = SmartIO_MakeTimeSelector(0, 0, "17:00", T11); 
    SmartIO_AddText(th1, "ON at"); 
    SmartIO_SetSliceIcon(th1, SMARTIO_ICON_QUERY); 
    tHandle th2 = SmartIO_MakeTimeSelector(0, 0, "0:00", T12); 
    SmartIO_AddText(th2, "OFF at"); 
    SmartIO_SetSliceIcon(th2, SMARTIO_ICON_QUERY); 
    SmartIO_GroupObjects(0, tl1, th1, th2, 0); 
    SmartIO_MakeSpacerSlice(1); 
 

    tHandle c1 = SmartIO_MakeCheckboxes(1, 1, 0); 
    SmartIO_AddListItem(c1+1, "Same as 'Weekdays'"); 
 

    tHandle tl2 = SmartIO_MakeLabel(0, 0, " Weekend"); 
    tHandle th3 = SmartIO_MakeTimeSelector(0, 0, "18:00", T21); 
    SmartIO_AddText(th3, "ON at"); 
    SmartIO_SetSliceIcon(th3, SMARTIO_ICON_QUERY); 
    tHandle th4 = SmartIO_MakeTimeSelector(0, 0, "1:00", T22); 
    SmartIO_AddText(th4, "OFF at"); 
    SmartIO_SetSliceIcon(th4, SMARTIO_ICON_QUERY); 
    SmartIO_GroupObjects(0, tl2, th3, th4, 0); 
    SmartIO_MakeSpacerSlice(3); 
    SmartIO_AutoBalance(p1); 

 
The empty lines are inserted to create four code fragments which mirror the created UI visuals. 
There are a few callback functions: Button1, Slider1, T11, T12, T21, T22. When their 
associated UI elements change, they will be called with the new value of the UI control. 
 
Note the use of spacer slices using SmartIO_MakeSpacerSlice, and auto balance using 
SmartIO_AutoBalance, to give a balanced look to the UI. This UI will display  similarly on any 
iOS devices from the iPhone5 to the iPad Pro, in addition to various Android devices. 

 



Formform Slices and Popup 
 
{{ placeholders, TBD }} 

Custom Icons and Graphics 
{{ placeholders, TBD }} 
 

  

 



Miscellaneous 

App Menu 
On the top right of the display is a gear icon representing the System Menu, with 
commands/options specific to the Smart.IO app itself. The user UI generated by the firmware, 
may have its own set of menus as well. On iOS devices, this icon is displayed as 3 horizontal 
bars on the upper left corner. 
 
The firmware creates the app menu by using the SmartIO_AddMenu function. Once created, it 
can call SmartIO_AddListItem as many times as it wishes (to the limit of the screen 
dimensions) to add menu entries. When the app user touches a menu entry, the callback 
function will be called. 
 

tHandle SmartIO_AddMenu(char *label, void (*callback)(uint16_t)) 

label callback 

0/null: no menu entry is created 
text: create first menu entry with “text” 

Callback function. Call with the index of the 
menu entry that is tapped. 
1: first entry was tapped 
2: second entry was tapped 
... 

return: handle value for the menu object 

 

 



 
 
(The green blob is an artifact of a green UI element behind the "translucent" app menu display.) 
 

App Title 
The firmware may change the app title by using the SmartIO_AppTitle function. It may call this 
any time, and the effect is immediate. The default title is “Smart I/O”. An app title is limited to 18 
characters, with a shorter title preferred, as it may otherwise not fit cleanly within some device’s 
display. 
 
In a customized version of the app, custom graphical icons may be used in app title (and other 
places). 
 
 

tStatus SmartIO_AppTitle(char *title) 

 



title 

Title of the App 

 
This example shows the firmware changing the app title to “Smart Wall Plug”. 

 
 

Page Title 
Each page may have its own title too. They are displayed in smaller font than the app title. The 
length is also limited to 18 characters, and should preferably be shorter in most cases to better 
fit the display. 
 
 

tStatus SmartIO_PageTitle(tHandle page_id, char *title) 

page_id title 

Handle of the page object Title text 

 
This example shows the page title changed to “Page 3 of 4000” and the use of an OK button 
labeled "continue". 
 

 
 

 



 

 


